
 

 

 

August 1, 2022  

Thai Enquirer News Summary 

 

Economic News 

• Election campaign season seems to have begun and the 1st major indication of such action 

was from Bhumjai Thai party. 

 

❖ Bhumjai Thai party’s leader and current Deputy Prime Minister and Health 

Minister Anutin Charnvirakul, has come out to say that his party would give 500 

million Baht for every of the 77 provinces to boost tourism within 1-year after the 

next elections. 

 

❖ The 35-40 billion Baht in total to all Thai 77 provinces, would generate 5 trillion 

Baht in revenue from tourism. 

 

❖ The announcement was made as he announced the candidates for his party in 

Phichit province 

 

❖ This comes as Thailand’s tourism industry has started to see a recovery. 

 

• National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) is set to consider 

the merger deal between True Corporation Plc (TRUE) and Toral Access Communication 

Plc (DTAC) on August 3. The aim is to primarily focus on monopoly and economic 

impact.  



 

 

 

❖ This comes as the Foundation for Consumers will arrange a conference tomorrow 

(August 2nd) to discuss the pros and cons of this merger.   
 

❖ Somkiat Tangkitvanich, President of Thailand Development Research Institute 

(TDRI), set his foot in dissenting against the True-DTAC merger, citing the study 

that reducing the number of telecommunication operators from 3 to 2 would 

increase service prices by 20-30%. 

 

❖ Post-merger TRUE/DTAC would have 52.5% of the market share of subscribers. 

 

➢ AIS has 44.6 million subscribers and 1,450 MHz of frequency  

 

➢ TRUE has 32.6 million subscribers and 1,020 MHz of frequency  

 

➢ DTAC has 19.9 million subscribers with 330 MHz of frequency  

 

 

• The weekend saw Nok Air Plc (NOK), the embattled airline skid off the runway after it 

made an emergency landing but lots of talks of how passengers were forced to sit in the 

aircraft for more than 30 minutes (law states that they need to evacuate the passengers 

within 90 seconds). 

 

❖ Fire engines reached within 1 minute of the aircraft coming to a halt but passengers 

were not evacuated as there were ‘no’ buses or vans to take the passengers. 

 



 

 

➢ Passengers stuck in the dark and with no air conditioning eventually 

protested and finally were allowed to get on the tarmac in the rain. 

 

❖ Mae Fah Luang-Chiang Rai International Airport will be closed until Wednesday 

after a Nok Air passenger jet skidded off the runway on Saturday night. 

 

❖ Flight DD108, which took off from Bangkok's Don Mueang airport at 22.03pm 

on Saturday, skidded off the runway during an attempt to land during heavy rain 

on Saturday. None of the 164 passengers and six crew members were hurt in the 

incident.  

 

❖ The mishap, which was considered by the Civil Aviation Authority of Thailand as 

a ‘serious incident’, initially prompted authorities to close the airport until 22:00 

hrs Wednesday, a move which affected flights to and from Chiang Rai. 

           

 

• Yuttapong Charasathien, Maha Sarakham MP of the Pheu Thai Party, revealed that he 

would file a complaint with the National Anti-Corruption Commission (NACC) to 

investigate Arkhom Termpittayapaisith, Minister of Finance, and Santi Prompat, Deputy 

Minister of Finance, who allegedly committed a bid rigging in the main water transmission 

pipeline system in the East of the country project with Vongsayam Korsang company.  

 

❖ Yuttapong said that Arkhom and Santi would sign in a concession deal with 

Vongsayam Korsang company on August 3, and he would file a complaint with 

the NACC on August 1 under Article 157 of the criminal code and Submission of 

Bids Act.  

 



 

 

❖ He would also file a complaint with the State Audit Office of the Kingdom of 

Thailand to investigate Arkhom and Santi because they could not answer 

questions in the previous censure debate.  

 

• The Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) decided to move the announcement of a new 

fuel tariff rate between September-December,2022, until further notice. Initially, the 

announcement was scheduled for today, and sources stated that the ERC was considering 

raising the rate to 93.43 satangs (0.9343 Baht) per unit, which would raise an electricity 

bill to 4.72 Baht per unit. 

 

❖ However, another source stated that the fuel tariff rate would remain at 68.66 

satangs per unit in line with the declining global energy price. 

 

• Meanwhile, another meeting to follow is the Fuel Oil Fund Committee, which will 

consider the weekly pump prices for diesel. It is still unknown whether the committee will 

continue to cap the diesel prices at 35 Baht per liter for the sixth week or not. 

 

 

 

Political News 

• The planned changes to the electoral laws have just 14 more days to be completed in the 

parliament or else it is thrown out as per the constitution. 

 

❖ By law the entire process needs to be completed by August 15th or else it 

automatically is dropped and there is a need to look for ways to hold the next 

elections. 

 

❖ The issue currently is whether the division of the Party-List MPs would be by 100 

or 500. 

 

❖ Initially it was agreed to be divided by 100 then suddenly it was changed to 500 on 

July 6th in a vote in parliament. 

 

❖ The parliament now only has 4 days of meeting to pass it or else the bill falls off 

the cliff. 

 

➢ The parliament meetings are set for 



 

 

 

✓ August 2 & 3 

✓ August 9 & 10 

 

❖ After August 15th the parliament goes on recess and the bill (if not passed in the 3rd 

reading by then) would be dropped automatically. 

 

• Metha Maskhao, secretary-general of the Campaign for Popular Democracy, said 99 people 

have signed a petition calling on 2014 coup leader and incumbent Prime Minister Gen 

Prayut Chan-ocha, to resign when his term ends. The petitioners include academics and 

business people.  

 

❖ The main opposition Pheu Thai Party insists Gen Prayut's premiership ends on 

August 24 since he will have served two back-to-back 4-year terms following the 

2014 coup.  

 

➢ The constitution caps a premier's term limit to a maximum of 8-years.  

 

❖ Mr Metha said even though the current charter was promulgated in 2017, it took a 

retroactive effect on cabinet ministers and Gen Prayut, who were in power before 

the launch of the constitution.  

 

❖ This applies to Gen Prayut as he began serving as PM for the first time in August 

2014, a few months after the coup that toppled the previous government. 

 

 
 



 

 

• Bhuamjai Thai Party came out to announce the inclusion of 2 big families in the 

announcement of its candidates for the province of Phichit. 

 

❖ The party introduced heavyweights like 

 

➢ The Phatraprasit family - Pattarapong Phataraprasit and Vinai Phataraprasit 

(the Phatraprasit family is from the Democrat party and owners of 

Peninsular hotel and other businesses). 

 

➢ The Kajornprasart family - Siriwat Kajornprasart (the son of former 

Democrat party secretary general – Sanan Kajornprasart)  

 

➢ The party led by Public Health Minister Anutin Charnvirakul also invited 

Chartchai Jiamsripong, former chief executive of the Phichit PAO, and Pol. 

Col. Krisada Phataraprasit, the new chief of the Phichit PAO, to join them 

on the debut stage of the three candidates. 

 

 
 

❖ Pornchai Insuk, Pichit MP of the Srettakij Thai Party, responded to Bhumjaithai’s 

leader that he was glad to have a good competitor. His leader Thamanat Prompow 

directed him to go all out, and at the end of August, his party would introduce three 

new constituency MP candidates to compete with Bhumjaithai’s candidates.  

 

• Phai Lick, secretary-general of the Srettakit Thai Party, responded to former Srettakij Thai 

leader Gen Wit Thephasadin na Ayutthaya who claimed that Srettakij Thai MPs would 

follow him to his new party Palang Chart Thai, saying none of the Srettakij Thai MPs 

would follow him. 

 

• Meanwhile today a new political party is set to be added to the political spectrum in 

Thailand. 

 



 

 

❖ Ruam Phaandin party formerly called Phalang Chart Thai party would be 

announced today and would have MPs in the parliament. 

 

• Super Poll recently released its findings on “which political party is the most popular” 

based on 1,137 respondents, and discovered that the Pheu Thai party received 26.9% 

support, followed by Palang Pracharath with 22.3%, Bhumjai Thai 14.2%, Move Forward 

6.9%, and Democrat 6.8%.  

 

❖ Conversely, the poll’s findings on “who is the most popular politician” discovered 

that 26.2% chose PM Gen Prayut, followed by Paetongtarn Shinawatra with 19.6%, 

Anutin Charnvirakul 14.4%, Pita Limcharoenrat 7.0%, and Korn Chatikavanij 

4.7%.   

 

❖ Regarding the earlier so-called citizens’ no-confidence vote, which found that 97-

98% of the respondents voted against the PM and his Cabinet. Noppadon Kannika, 

director of the Super Poll research office, stated that the so-called vote did not 

reflect the true picture as PM Gen Prayut was still the most popular, and if that vote 

was true, everyone would be protesting on the streets by now.  
 

❖ Noppadon stated that even the Pheu Thai party, which netizens expected to win by 

a landslide in the next election, would, in fact, win by only 5%, not enough to form 

a one-party coalition based on the Super Poll’s findings. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

General News 

• Bad luck strikes when one never expects it to. Rama 2 road, the road that has never ended 

its construction work for the past 3-decades or more, saw part of its road closed for at least 

a few days (for now). 

 

❖ This is because part of the U-Turn bridge on KM 34 in Samut Sakorn area fell on 

vehicles returning to Bangkok after the 4-day break.  

 

❖ The concrete block of the U-turn bridge that may weigh as much as 5-tons crushed 

a few cars and barely missed a oil tanker that was passing it. 

 

❖ Pix says 1,000 words. 

    

 

 



 

 

• Meanwhile for those watching beauty contest. Thailand has a new ‘Miss Universe 

Thailand’. 

 

❖ Anna Sueangam-iam was crowned Miss Universe Thailand  

 

 

COVID-19 News 

 



 

 

 

Infection data for today are as follows  

Total New PCR Infections  = 2,108 

Total New Death   =  19 

Total New Recovery   =  2,540 

Total infections so far since outbreak =  4,592,284 

Total deaths so far since outbreak  =  31,404 

Total in Intensive Care Unit (ICU)  =  879 

Total number on life support (ventilator)  457 

The government’s data on ‘Positive testing’ numbers as a percentage of the tests it undertakes 

stands @ 9%. 

Details of data for each day can be found @ https://ddc.moph.go.th/covid19-dashboard/  (All 

information is in Thai language) 

 

Political News Headlines in Thai Media 

 

• The House committee scrutinising the 2023 budget bill will on Tuesday consider whether 

to accept the Royal Thai Air Force (RTAF) appeal against a House sub-committee decision 

to chop its purchase of two F-35A fighter jets worth 7.38 billion baht from the government's 

2023 fiscal budget. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2358209/air-force-insists-on-

jet-cash 

 

• The Auditor General’s Office has launched an investigation into a Defence Ministry project 

to buy luxury Mercedes-Benz sedans as “command vehicles” for its generals. 

 

o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40018315 

 

• Many people think cabinet ministers, including Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha, were 

unable to give clear answers to questions raised by the opposition in the no-confidence 

https://ddc.moph.go.th/covid19-dashboard/
https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2358209/air-force-insists-on-jet-cash
https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2358209/air-force-insists-on-jet-cash
https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40018315


 

 

debate, according to an opinion survey by the National Institute of Development 

Administration, or Nida Poll. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2358061/many-think-ministers-

gave-unclear-answers-in-censure-debate-poll 

 

• The post-censure debate period may pose less of a hassle for the government, with the 

growing prospect of a return to power of the current coalition parties after the next election, 

say political scientists. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/special-reports/2357929/few-threats-

on-horizon 

 

• Police have arrested a man suspected of stealing a metal statue of the mythical Kotchasri, 

a symbol of the Defence Ministry, and have recovered the effigy after it was left in front 

of a noodle shop. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2357706/stolen-defence-

ministry-effigy-recovered 

 

• Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha has urged the public not to fret as authorities continue 

their search for a European man who is believed to have infected the Thai man recently 

confirmed as Thailand's second monkeypox case. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2357431/pm-quells-talk-of-

new-pandemic 

 

• About 3 billion baht has been slashed from the proposed budget plans of the armed forces, 

according to a source close to a House sub-committee vetting budget expenditure for the 

2023 fiscal year. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2356471/armed-forces-budget-

cut-by-b3bn-next-year-source 

 

• For some time, Pheu Thai had been so excited about the prospect of scoring a landslide 

victory in the next election that it might not have contemplated what could go wrong. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2357576/its-not-so-certain-now 

 

• Opposition and government MPs were up in arms on Thursday after hearing rumours that 

key government figures are planning to float a fresh charter amendment bill with the 

current one-ballot election system intact. 
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o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/politics/2356441/one-ballot-bill-

rumours-spark-anger 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Economic News Headlines in Thai Media 

 

• Every now and then there are questions being raised whether Thailand may be heading 

closer to what Sri Lanka is facing these days or not, but these questions are being brushed 

aside by all sides as Thailand continues to have a healthy reserves and economy seems to 

be on an uptick. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/42119/thailand-is-far-from-reaching-the-stage-

of-sri-lanka-but-country-cannot-be-complacent-warn-economists/ 

 

• The number of businesses going belly up amid rising cost of energy, inflation and other 

costs has risen by a staggering 22% during the first 6-months of the year according to the 

latest data released by the Department of Business Development in Thailand. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/42188/thailand-sees-a-22-rise-in-biz-shuttering-

during-h1-2022-remains-optimistic-of-reaching-target-of-new-biz-openings/ 

 

• Thailand’s leading industrialists came out to say that they were concerned over rising 

inflation, the expected hike in the policy interest rate and the weakening Thai Baht which 

has slipped to near 37 baht to the US Dollar. 

 

o Link- https://www.thaienquirer.com/42175/thai-ceos-want-slightly-stronger-thai-

baht-express-concern-on-rising-inflation-and-planned-rate-hike/ 

 

• Four-wheeled vehicles are not allowed to exceed 100 kilometres per hour on expressways, 

according to new ministry regulations reported by the Expressway Authority of Thailand 

(EXAT). 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2357627/new-rule-caps-cars-

at-under-100kph-on-expressways 

 

• The navy has said it is not explicitly prohibiting women from wearing bikinis on its 

beaches in Chon Buri but is asking visitors for their cooperation in not doing so, out of 

respect for Thai culture, a spokesman said yesterday. 
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o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2357386/no-ban-but-bikinis-

are-just-not-thai 

 

• Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha has given the green light to a plan to build more 

biomass and biogas power plants in the deep South to boost the local economy, according 

to deputy government spokeswoman Rachada Dhnadirek. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/2357481/pm-trumpets-bio-gas-

to-boost-south 

 

• SET-listed Siam Cement Group (SCG), Thailand's largest cement maker and industrial 

conglomerate, saw its profits plunge by 41% year-on-year to 18.7 billion baht in the first 

half of 2022, mainly due to the impact of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2357436/scg-profits-plunge-41- 

 

• The Industry Ministry remains positive about manufacturing, expecting the manufacturing 

production index (MPI) to keep increasing in the second half of this year after the 

indicator fell slightly in June by 0.08% year-on-year to 98.05 points. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2357421/ministry-expects-mpi-to-

increase-in-second-half 

 

• The Bank of Thailand is highly likely to raise its key policy interest rate at its Aug 10 

meeting, a senior official said on Friday, as the country’s economic recovery gains more 

traction and as other central banks tighten monetary policy to contain inflation. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2357266/rate-hike-highly-likely-says-

top-bot-official 

 

• SINGAPORE: The cryptocurrency exchange Zipmex said on Friday that it has filed for 

bankruptcy protection in Singapore, becoming the latest victim of the global downturn in 

digital currencies. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2357174/zipmex-files-for-bankruptcy-

protection-in-singapore 

 

• Two major companies submitted proposals on Wednesday for the second round of bidding 

for the construction of the Orange Line's western expansion worth 140 billion baht. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2355724/2-bids-for-orange-line-

extensions 
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• A new hike in minimum daily wages of between 5% and 8% is expected in September, 

since the rates have remained unchanged for over two years, according to the Ministry of 

Labour and an association of employers. 

 

o Link- https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2355844/minimum-wage-rises-of-5-8-

tipped 

 

• The government has collected 1.87 trillion baht in revenue in the first nine months of the 

2022 fiscal year (October 2021 to June 2022), marking a 7.5 per cent increase year on 

year. 

 

o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40018332 

 

• The Airports of Thailand (AOT) will be putting a 723-rai plot next to Bangkok’s 

Suvarnabhumi Airport up for bidding on August 8. 

 

o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/in-focus/40018330 

 

• Commerce Minister Jurin Laksanawisit hosted India’s foreign minister at the launch of the 

second Northeast India Festival in Bangkok on Saturday, tightening trade ties between the 

two countries. 

 

o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/business/40018355 

 

• EGAT has prepared five measures to deal with the Malaysian-Thai Joint Development 

Area (JDA-A18) natural gas supply cut due to annual maintenance during August 1-14, 

2022 and ensured that there will be no effects on electricity users of the South. 

 

o Link- https://www.nationthailand.com/business/40018358 

 

 

Issues to be watched out for 

 

 

➢ July, 2022 – The wage committee is set to meet to calculate the new minimum wage rate. 

 

➢ No later than mid-July, the opposition plans to file a petition to the Constitutional Court of 

Thailand on Gen. Prayut Chan-o-cha's position for his 8-year term limit.  
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➢ August 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) data for the month of July 2022. 

 

➢ August 10, 2022 – The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) makes the decision on the policy 

rate. 

 

➢ August 24, 2022 – Gen. Prayut Chan-o-cha's 8th anniversary as a Prime Minister.  

 

➢ August 24-26, 2022 – The House of Representatives discusses the 2nd reading and 3rd 

reading of the 2023 annual budget bill. 

 

➢ August 29-30, 2022 – The Senate discusses the 2023 annual budget bill 

 

➢ September 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of August 2022. 

 

➢ September 18, 2022 – Prorogation of a 1/2022 session. 

 

➢ September 28, 2022- The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) makes the decision on the 

policy rate. 

 

➢ October 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of August 2022. 

 

➢ November 1, 2022 – Opening of a 2/2022 session. 

 

➢ November 5, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of October 2022.  

 

➢ November 18-19, 2022 – APEC Thailand 2022 

 

➢ November 30, 2022 – The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) makes the decision on the 

policy rate. 

 

➢ December 6, 2022 – Trade Policy and Strategy Office makes its monthly Consumer Price 

Index (CPI) data for the month of November 2022. 

 

➢ January, 2023 – The hike in the daily minimum wage is set to become official.  

 

➢ February 28, 2023 – Prorogation of a 2/2022 session.  

 



 

 

➢ March 24, 2022 – The current House of Representatives' expiration of the time of office, 

the Constitution particularizes the new election of the House of Representatives within 45 

days. 

 

 

 

                                                                       Key Data 

  

SET Index                 1,576.41     +23.23  

 

 

Link - https://www.set.or.th/en/company/ipo/upcoming_ipo_set.html 
 

 
Global Commodities   

 

Metal -Link http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/commodities/futures/metals/   

 

Energy -Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/energy/    

 

Baltic Dry Index (BDI)-Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BDIY:IND  

  

   

Global Equity Market’s Movements  

 

Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world-indexes/asia-pacific/  

 

Asian Equity Markets Movement  

 
Link - http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/stocks/world-indexes/   

 

 

 

                                  Information on July 27 , 2022 

 

           Buying, Selling or Transfer of shares by Owners/Management 

 

Stock Code Volume Value Action  

 

     

CPN 36,900 63 Sale 

NCAP 600,000 1 Sale 

NCAP 429,000 1.02 Sale 

https://www.set.or.th/en/company/ipo/upcoming_ipo_set.html
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XD, XE or XM or other notifications 

  
For list of Companies that have dividend payment and AGM meeting schedules click on  

https://www.set.or.th/set/xcalendar.do  

  

  

Trading Breakdown on the Stock Exchange of Thailand 
 

 

Daily as of  27 July  2022       
                                                                                                                                    Unit: M.Baht 

Investor Type Buy Sell Net 

Value % Value % Value % 

Local Institutions 6,020.99 10.14 5,401.94 9.10 619.05 - 

Proprietary 

Trading 

4,809.71 8.10 5,237.92 8.82 -428.21 - 

Foreign Investor 27,823.33 46.85 25,352.98 42.69 2,470.34 - 

Local Individuals 20,736.18 34.92 23,397.37 39.40 -2,661.19 - 

Monthly Cumulative between  1-27 July 2022 
   

                                                                                                                                    Unit: M.Baht 

Investor Type Buy Sell Net 

Value % Value % Value % 

Local Institutions 85,406.29 8.14 95,244.04 9.08 -9,837.74 - 

Proprietary 

Trading 

93,967.59 8.96 94,388.46 9.00 -420.87 - 

Foreign Investors 524,006.97 49.97 519,285.59 49.52 4,721.38 - 

Local Individuals 345,354.40 32.93 339,817.15 32.40 5,537.24 - 

Yearly Cumulative since 1 Jan -27 July  2022 
   

                                                                                                                                    Unit: M.Baht 

Investor Type Buy Sell Net 

Value % Value % Value % 

https://www.set.or.th/set/xcalendar.do


 

 

Local Institutions 786,030.21 7.41 884,842.56 8.34 -98,812.35 - 

Proprietary 

Trading 

911,512.07 8.59 910,489.38 8.58 1,022.69 - 

Foreign Investors 5,060,108.26 47.69 4,942,757.46 46.59 117,350.79 - 

Local Individuals 3,851,761.79 36.31 3,871,322.92 36.49 -19,561.13 - 

 

Total Trading Value    59,390.21   Million Baht  

 

 

Background Information – 

   

The strength of each party in the Thai Parliament as of May 8, 2019 as per the report by the Election 

Commission of Thailand. Elections took place on March 24, 2019 

 

• https://www.ect.go.th/ect_th/news_all.php?cid=24 

 

• List of MPs - https://www.ect.go.th/ect_th/download/article/article_20190508184334.pdf  

 
Information provided here is copyright of ThaiNews Corp and no part maybe reproduced in any form without the prior 

written permission. The opinions expressed are only those of the writer’s and is analysed based on the situation.  
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